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Abstract

This paper investigates the application of an interactive GA

to speech signal processing. Three users design a �lter to en-

hance speech using the interactive GA. Quality of the three

3 �lters are evaluated on speech samples by 32 subjects on

the basis of 2 subjective criteria. Our results show that the

interactive GA is e�ective for this task from a statistical test

point of view.

1 Introduction

There are many optimization tasks which can not use

implicit cost or objective functions: for example, de-
signing interior or industrial equipment under a given
concept, or tuning systems that output acoustic or im-

age according to human preference. However, we can-
not use conventional optimization methods for these

tasks which require deep analyitical information, such
as derivative information, continuity condition, or com-

plete knowledge of the tasks. Only humans can e�-
ciently evaluate these tasks that involve human per-
ception. If the mathematical �tness function can be

replaced by a human, these tasks can be optimized sys-
tematically.

Interactive genetic algorithms (interactive GA) have
been proposed as GA [1, 2] that uses a human evaluation

as the �tness function. We apply interactive GA to a
problem in the class of tasks mentioned above.

Research that use the interactive GA have been
presented. Examples of interactive GA research are:
montage face image generation[3], designing shapes of

bug biomorphs[4], creating images, evolving expressions
that specify particular sequences of image-processing

functions[5], combining interactive evolution with con-
structive solid geometry techniques to create com-

puter renderings of three dimensional forms ("virtual
sculptures")[6], general-purpose interactive graphic lay-
out system based on GA[7], the design of a double cur-

vature concrete arch dam[8], line drawing and appli-
cation to face drawing[9], and the decision supporting

0This paper will appear in the Proceeding of IEEE Int'l Conf.

on System, Man & Cybernetics, Vancouver, Canada, Oct. 22-25,

1995.
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Figure 1: The system diagram of recovering distorted

speech using interactive GA.

system for aesthetic design of cable-stayed bridges[10].

Most of the research applied the interactive GA to

dealing with 2-dimensional images and �gures which
can be simultaneously and spatially shown to a human

operator. There were few tasks where the interactive
GA were applied to dynamic processes such as signal
processing.

Our objective is to investigate whether the interactive
GA is e�ective to use for signal processing. We apply it

to the task of designing a �lter that enhances distorted
speech and study the e�ectiveness of our system using

two subjective tests.

2 Experiment of recovering the

distorted speech

2.1 Experimental system

Three users A, B and C design a recovering �lter for

distorted speech using interactive GA according to their
perceptive evaluation hearing. Figure 1 shows total sys-

tem used in our experiment.
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Figure 2: Characteristics of the distorting �lter in this

experiment.

Distorted speech

The 20kHz sampled Male speech \Do_omo arigatoh goza-
imashita" is used as original non-distorted speech. This

speech means \thank you very much". The length of
speech is about 2.5 seconds. A distorting �lter is de-

signed using IIR (In�nite Impulse Response) �lter to
suppress the energy in lower and higher frequency of
the original speech as shown in Figure 2.

Design of recovering �lter

The distorted speech made by the distorting �lter is in-
putted to a recovering �lter to enhance the quality of

speech. The design of the recovering �lter is the task
of the interactive GA in this experiment. Operators

hear the recovered speech and evaluate its quality. The
interactive GA tunes the parameters of the recovering
�lter according to operator's evaluation. In each itera-

tion of the interactive GA, it designs multiple recover-
ing �lters, operator hears and evaluates the recovered

speeches, and the interactive GA makes the next gen-
eration of parameters of �lters. This system repeats

the above procedure until operator is satis�ed with the
quality of the recovered speech.

Design of gene coding

A chromosome includes eight genes which correspond

to coe�cients of FIR (Finite Impulse Response) �lter.
The transfer function of the �lter is:

H(z) =

7X

k=0

akz
�k:

a = (a0; a1; :::; a7) is a parameter vector of the FIR
�lter. We use binary coding, and each ak is coded by

eight bits. The number of individuals per generation
(Population size) is 20. The Interactive GA designs the
�lter coee�cients a according to human evaluation.

2.2 Combination of speech with image

One of di�culties in applying the interactive GA to
problems involving dynamic tasks is that it is di�cult

for a user to compare several individuals simultaneously.
In addition it can be di�cult to remember the temporal
features of previously rendered signals. The following

two ideas are proposed to increase the performance of
the interactive GA by assisting the operator's memory

and by reducing the experimental load of the operator.

As visual-aid for the speech signals, 20 line-drawn
faces are combined with speech samples that 20 recov-
ering �lters generate and displayed spatially. The corre-

sponding speech sample is played to an operator when
he or she points a face. The size, angle, and position

of eyebrows, eyes, nose, and mouth determine the im-
pression of each face. 8 of these 18 parameters in a face

correspond to 8 coe�cients of a recovering �lter. The
other face parameters are �xed. The emotional impres-
sion of the face itself has no correlation to the quality

of the corresponding �lter and the recovered speech.
However, the combination of sound and face images is

expected to help operators to remember the impression
of the speech sample to compare 20 recovering �lters.

The second idea is to prepare the function of sorting

the individual speech samples accorging to the user's
evaluation measure. Since the perceptual �tness mea-
sure may uctuate, the 20 absolute �tness values given

by the user may contain noise. Sorting the 20 speech
samples allows the user to verify the relative ordering

of �tness values is correct.

2.3 Operators of experimental system

Our interactive GA users are two males, A and B, and
one female, C. All are between 20 and 30 years old. C

is a student majoring in acoustics, while A and B are
not.

The three users conduct the task of designing a re-

covering �lter using interactive GA independently. The
�lter design process using our interactive GA took A
and B 1.5 hours or 8 generations a day, while C took

2.5 hours or 8 generations a day. Each user rested as
needed during the experiment. Each completed the task

in �ve days evolving 40 generations.



Table 1: Rating category of the method of successive

categories.

Rating category score

Sonority is bad -2

Sonority is a little bad -1

Sonority is plain 0

Sonority is a little good 1

Sonority is good 2

2.4 Characteristics of the recovered

speeches by human operators

We evaluate the recovery �lters designed by the three in-
teractive GA users. Figure 3 shows the long term power

spectrum of the recovered speech made by A, B and C.
Distorted speech, recovered speeches in 10th, 20th, and
40th generation are shown from the bottom. Each line

in �gure 3 is shifted and represented to facilitate com-
parisons.

Figure 3 shows that the recovering �lters were de-
signed to boost suppressed energy in low frequency band
of the distorted speech (see inside the dotted ellipses in

�gure 3). On the contrary, the high frequency is boosted
very little or even suppressed. These results are consis-

tent with the well-known fact that low frequencies of
human voice, where low order of formants exist, are

much more important to human perception than high
frequency[11].

3 Evaluation of recovered

speeches

3.1 Subject test

To evaluate the quality of the recovery �lters two sub-

jective tests by 32 people were conducted: the method
of successive categories [12] and the variation of She��e's
method of paired comparisons [13, 14].

Method of successive categories

In the method of successive categories, sonority of each

speech is evaluated according to Table 1.

She��e's method of paired comparisons

She��e's method of paired comparisons is a subjective
evaluation method that successively gives two speech

samples, Si and Sj , to subjects and requests to evaluate
the preference of relative sonority of the two according

to Table 2.

Table 2: Rating category of the She��e's method of

paired comparisons.

Rating category score

Sj is worse than Si　 　-2

Sj is a little worse than Si　 　-1

Sj is almost equal to Si　 　 0

Sj is a little better than Si　 　 1

Sj is better than Si　 　 2

3.2 Subject tests condition

We conduct the subject tests with concerning the fol-
lowing 13 speech samples: (1) distorted speech gener-

ated by a distorting �lter, (2-4) recovered speech sam-
ples of 3 subjects in 10th generation, (5-7) those in 20th

generation, (8-10) those in 40th generation, and (11-13)
3 recovered speech samples generated by 3 filterWLRs,

where filterWLR is a recovering �lter designed by a
conventional GA that has a �tness function of WLR
(weighted likelihood ratio) distance [15] between recov-

ered speech and original clear speech. (11) to (13)
are not generated using the interactive GA, and are

generated by giving perfect supervised speech, original
speech. We discuss (11) to (13) in detail in section 4.

The procedure of the method of successive categories
is the followings. 32 subjects evaluate the quality of 13

sets of speech sequentially according to Table 1. One
set consists of the number in voice and the followed

evaluation task of speech which is about 2.5 seconds. 13
sets are sequentially given to subjects with the interval
of 3.0 seconds. This iteration is repeated three times.

Subjects evaluate each by each and are requested to
write the �nal evaluation for 13 speeches.

The procedure of She��e's method is the followings.

Two speech samples are selected among the distorted
speech of (1) and recovered speech samples of (2-10)
that same user generated; two are selected from four

speech samples. They are combined in consideration
of presenting order. These combinations are made for

the three users. The total number of evaluation sets is:

4C2 � 2 orders � 3 operators = 36. The 36 speech
pair sets are presented to 32 subjects. One set consists

of identi�cation of the pair, the �rst speech sample of Si,
0.4 seconds silence, and then the second speech sample

of Sj . Each set is repeated at 1.6 second intervals. After
the set is repeated three times, subjects are requested

to evaluate the relation of Si to Sj according to Table
2.

The test data obtained in the above ways are ana-
lyzed using two subjective tests. 32 subjects are divided

evenly into four groups. Each group was seated about
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Figure 3: Long term power spectrum of initial distorted speech and speech recovered by operators A, B and C. Xk

means speech obtained in k-th generation of interactive GA by operator X. The part inside dotted ellipse shows

area around formants' frequencies.

three meters from loudspeakers in a soundproof room.

The noise level was less than 30 dB(A). The sound pres-
sure level of presented speech samples were tuned to be

75�80dB at the peak.

3.3 Results of two subject tests

Method of successive categories

This section shows the result of the subjective test of the

13 speeches mentioned in section 3.2 using the method
of successive categories. Figure 4 shows the range of

each category in Table 1 and the evaluation measure
value of the 13 speeches in the distance scale.

What becomes clear from Figure 4 is that: recovered
speech samples in 10th and 20th generations of user

A are almost of the same quality because they are in
a same category. However, one in 40th generation is

signi�cantly better than those of 10th and 20th gener-
ations in the case of the user A. The same result was

obtained in the case of the user C. In the case of the
user B, speech in 10th generation is better than those
of 20th and 40th generations; the latter two are almost

the same.

As a result, it is con�rmed that all recovery �lters
designed by the interactive GA are better than initial

distorted speech. This is the most important result;
the interactive GA is e�ective in desining �lters that

enhance distorted speech. Even if the recovered speech
obtained in the minimum generation in our experiment,
the 10th generation, the result is better than the initial

distorted speech. We think that this fact is useful in
reducing the load of users of the interactive GA when

it is applied to enhance the distorted speech.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of 13 speeches on distance scale

obtained by the method of successive categories.

She��e's method of paired comparisons

Figure 5 shows distance scales for the three users using

She��e's method. The average preferences of the initial
distorted speech, the speech samples in 10th, 20th, and

40th generations are shown on these scales.

Table 3 shows whether the distance between two av-
erage preferences is signi�cant with 1 % degree of sta-

tistical risk p. This table shows that the di�erences be-
tween initial distorted speech and all recovered speech
designed by operators with interactive GA are signif-

icant. This result is same as that of the method of
successive categories in the previous section; She��e's

method also proves that the interactive GA is e�ective
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Figure 5: Evaluation of speeches of three operators on

distance scale obtained by the She��e's method of paired
comparisons

in enhancing distorted speech. It is important to op-
timize visual or audio systems with respect to human

perception. Recent systems, such as codec systems, are
designed with considering the human perception, which
is more di�cult than just considering signal information

only. This experimental result implies that interactive
GA can be used a good tool to design system that con-

sider human perception.

4 Discussion

Since we have the original clean speech in this ex-

periment, we can de�ne a cost function with the dis-
tance scale between recovered speech and original clean
speech. Using this cost function corresponds to solving

problem by showing the answer. So that, we would get
the best recovering �lter when the cost function is used.

We can evaluate how interactive GA gets near the best
condition if we compare the filterhuman and the recov-

ering �lter designed by an optimization method with
the cost function.

We design the best �lter by using general GA with

the cost function as a �tness function. There are many
distance scales between two speeches. We use WLR dis-

tance. WLR distance is one of spectrum distances mea-
sures to compare the di�erence between two speeches. It

is well-known in the auditory research �eld that human
perception is sensitive at around formants' frequencies.
WLR distance measure is de�ned based on this fact;

the error near formats are weighted and emphasized. It
has been experimentally reported that WLR distance is

more e�ective than other distance scales in word speech

Table 3: Statistical test with the She��e's method of
paired comparisons: D is the initial distorted speech
made by a distorting �lter; Xk is the speech which is

recovered by a recovering �lter made by the operator X
with k-th generation of interactive GA.  means that

the di�erence between two average preferences is signif-
icant (p < 0:01).

operators
combination

A B C

D vs. X10   

D vs. X20   

D vs. X40   

X10 vs. X20 

X10 vs. X40   

X20 vs. X40  

recognition [15].

Let's call a recovering �lters which is designed to min-
imize the WLR distance between recovered speech and

original clean speech using general GA as filterWLR.

Figure 6 compares the filterWLR and filterhuman.
The frequency characteristics of the filterWLR is more

symmetry around 5kHz than that of filterhuman. This
means that human operator mainly concentrates on the
power of lower frequency which is more important in

human perception.

Therefore, the result in section 3 shows that the 32
subjects feel that the closer the recovered speech is to

original speech, the more desirable. Calculating WLR
distance between recovered speech and original speech,

the WLR distance of speech recovered by filterWLR

is smaller than that by filterhuman. From the above
these points, it is conjectured that filterWLR shows

better performance than filterhumans. In addition, the
number of generation for design of filterWLR is about

600, and is about 15 times of one for filterhumans. The
WLR distance does not decrease so much regardless of
more increase of number of generation. By considering

these points, we may conclude that filterWLR in �gure
6 is close to the best recovering �lter that can be made

using 8 order's FIR �lter.

5 Conclusions and future works

This paper has applied interactive GA to enhance the
distorted speech. As a result, it has been statistically
con�rmed that interactive GA is an e�ective approach

to apply to this task. The subjective tests have also in-
dicated that good solutions of this task can be obtained

in practical time.
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Figure 6: Comparison of two recovering �lters.
filterWLR is a �lter auto-designed to minimize WLR

distance using general GA; filterhuman is a �lter de-
signed by human using interactive GA.

This paper has proposed one idea to improve the in-

terface of interactive GA for speech processing. Since
the interactive GA cannot show individuals of time sig-

nal to a human operator simultaneously and spatially,
it is more di�cult to apply than to other tasks with no
temporally signi�cant behavior. The idea is to combine

speech signal with images to assist the user's memory.
It is true that there is not enough experimental data

to conclude this interface is surely e�ective, but it is
also true that the interactive GA with this visual help

succeeded in enhancing speech in this paper.

In future work, it is important to reduce load of a
human operator to use interactive GA practically for
wide application. In order to reduce the load of the user,

many ideas can be imagined: for example, developing
a GA with faster convergence to reduce the time that

forces human to be a user of interactive GA, improving
the interface of presenting individuals, improving the
interface of inputing human evaluation.
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